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Certificates and Certificate Authorities (CA) are necessary for widespread use
of cryptography for e-commerce applications. While a combination of secret
and public key cryptography can solve the business issues discussed above,

crypto cannot alone address the trust issues that must exist between a
customer and vendor in the very fluid, very dynamic e-commerce relationship.
How, for example, does one site obtain another party's public key How does a
recipient determine if a public key really belongs to the sender How does the

recipient know that the sender is using their public key for a legitimate
purpose for which they are authorized When does a public key expire How can

a key be revoked in case of compromise or loss The reason that only the
server is authenticated is rooted in history. SSL was developed to support e-

commerce by providing a trust mechanism so that customers could have faith
in a merchant. In the real world, you trust a store because you can walk into a
brick-and-mortar structure. The store doesn't know who the customer is; they

check to see if the credit card is valid and, if so, a purchase goes through. In e-
commerce, we were trying to replicate the same experience find a way in

which the customer could trust the store and then make sure that the credit
card was valid. In addition, how many people would have been willing to

purchase an individual certificate and install it on their browser merely so that
they shop online This latter requirement, if implemented, could have killed e-

commerce before it ever got started.
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Certificates and Certificate Authorities (CA) are necessary for
widespread use of cryptography for e-commerce applications. While
a combination of secret and public key cryptography can solve the
business issues discussed above, crypto cannot alone address the
trust issues that must exist between a customer and vendor in the

very fluid, very dynamic e-commerce relationship. How, for example,
does one site obtain another party's public key How does a recipient
determine if a public key really belongs to the sender How does the

recipient know that the sender is using their public key for a
legitimate purpose for which they are authorized When does a public
key expire How can a key be revoked in case of compromise or loss
The reason that only the server is authenticated is rooted in history.

SSL was developed to support e-commerce by providing a trust
mechanism so that customers could have faith in a merchant. In the
real world, you trust a store because you can walk into a brick-and-
mortar structure. The store doesn't know who the customer is; they

check to see if the credit card is valid and, if so, a purchase goes
through. In e-commerce, we were trying to replicate the same

experience find a way in which the customer could trust the store
and then make sure that the credit card was valid. In addition, how

many people would have been willing to purchase an individual
certificate and install it on their browser merely so that they shop
online This latter requirement, if implemented, could have killed e-

commerce before it ever got started. 5ec8ef588b
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